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  The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Arthur DOYLE,2018-08-05 The Adventures of Sherlock

Holmes is a collection of stories relating to the infamous character Sherlock Holmes, a notable

detective who investigates various mysteries and crime set in the 1900's. George Newness publishing

company first published the collection on October 1892.The collection consists of a series of twelve

stories told from the view of Holmes's close friend, Dr. Watson. The stories resonate the social

injustices faced by many at the time and Doyle includes stories of a king's betrayal of an opera singer,

a stepfather's deception of his ward as a fictitious lover, an aristocratic crook's exploitation of a failing

pawnbroker, a beggar's extensive estate in Kent; as a reference to the unjust world that many civilians

lived in during the 1900's. Doyle addresses all these problems by introducing Holme's as a person who

is trying to bring justice to the world by rightfully solving crimes and mysteries.The Sherlock Holmes

series has been adapted multiple times, with the a recent adaptation Sherlock Holmes: A Game of

Shadows being released on 2011 by Warner Bros. Pictures and stars Robert Downey Jr. and Jude

Law in the titular roles. A more recent adaptation of the novel follows the plot even more closely,

putting a modern twist on the classic tale with BBC's Sherlock, which cast Benedict Cumberbatch as

the famous sleuth and Martin Freeman as Dr. Watson. This adaptation is currently in production for its

fourth season, to be released later in 2016.

  English Classics: Sherlock Holmes Short Stories#3 Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,2017-09-11 What one

man can invent, another can discover.

  Sherlock Holmes Children's Collection: Creatures, Codes and Curious Cases - Set 3 ,2021

  Who Killed Sherlock Holmes? Paul Cornell,2016-05-19 The ghost of Sherlock Holmes is dead, but

who will solve his murder? The Great Detective's ghost has walked London's streets for an age, given

shape by people's memories. Now someone's put a ceremonial dagger through his chest. But what's

the motive? And who – or what – could kill a ghost? When policing London's supernatural underworld,

eliminating the impossible is not an option. DI James Quill and his detectives have learnt this the hard

way. Gifted with the Sight, they'll pursue a criminal genius – who'll lure them into a Sherlockian maze

of clues and evidence. The team also have their own demons to fight. They've been to Hell and back

(literally) but now the unit is falling apart . . . Paul Cornell's Who Killed Sherlock Holmes? is the third

book in the urban gothic Shadow Police series.

  The Case-Book of Sherlock Holmes (Illustrated Edition) Arthur Conan Doyle,2023-01-07 The final

book of Arthur Conan Doyle's Sherlock Holmes stories presents 12 more classic cases, including The
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Adventure of the Sussex Vampire, The Adventure of the Illustrious Client, and The Problem of Thor

Bridge.

  The Final Adventures of Sherlock Holmes Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,2005 The canon of Sherlock

Holmes adventures by Arthur Conan Doyle contains fifty-six stories and four novels. But there were yet

other adventures and artifacts pertaining to Mr. Holmes not listen in the canon. Peter Haining has

collected them here, complete with informative and entertaining introductions. This special, revised

collector's edition is profusely illustrated. A must for any Sherlock enthusiast.

  The Hound of the Baskervilles: Sherlock Holmes 3 Arthur Conan Doyle,2018-10-02 The Hound of

the Baskervilles - Sherlock Holmes 3 (+Biography and Bibliography) (Glossy Cover Finish): The rich

landowner Sir Charles Baskerville is found dead in the park of his manor surrounded by the grim moor

of Dartmoor, in the county of Devon. His death seems to have been caused by a heart attack, but the

victim's best friend, Dr. Mortimer, is convinced that the strike was due to a supernatural creature,

which haunts the moor in the shape of an enormous hound, with blazing eyes and jaws. In order to

protect Baskerville's heir, Sir Henry, who's arriving to London from Canada, Dr. Mortimer asks for

Sherlock Holmes' help, telling him also of the so-called Baskervilles' curse, according to which a

monstrous hound has been haunting and killing the family males for centuries, in revenge for the

misdeeds of one Sir Hugo Baskerville, who lived at the time of Oliver Cromwell. Sherlock Holmes:

Sherlock Holmes is a fictional detective of the late 19th and early 20th centuries, who first appeared in

publication in 1887. He is the creation of Scottish born author and physician Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. A

brilliant London-based detective, Holmes is famous for his intellectual prowess, and is renowned for his

skillful use of deductive reasoning (somewhat mistakenly - see inductive reasoning) and astute

observation to solve difficult cases. He is arguably the most famous fictional detective ever created,

and is one of the best known and most universally recognizable literary characters in any genre.

Conan Doyle wrote four novels and fifty-six short stories that featured Holmes. All but four stories were

narrated by Holmes' friend and biographer, Dr. John H. Watson, two having been narrated by Holmes

himself, and two others written in the third person. The first two stories, short novels, appeared in

Beeton's Christmas Annual for 1887 and Lippincott's Monthly Magazine in 1890. The character grew

tremendously in popularity with the beginning of the first series of short stories in The Strand Magazine

in 1891; further series of short stories and two serialized novels appeared almost right up to Conan

Doyle's death in 1930. The stories cover a period from around 1878 up to 1903, with a final case in

1914.
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  Sherlock Holmes, Volume 3 Arthur Conan Doyle,2016-02-15 This great series addition of Sherlock

Holmes includes a full-length novels and short stories. Sherlock Holmes: Volume 3 continues the

exciting adventures of the world's most famous pipe-smoking detective, Sherlock Holmes, collecting

works written by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. Included are the short story collection The Return of Sherlock

Holmes (1905) and the novel The Valley of Fear (1915). From his home, 221B Baker Street in London,

the legendary Sherlock Holmes (accompanied by his loyal companion and chronicler, Dr. Watson)

employs his mastery of deductive reasoning and expert sleuthing to solve an arraying of complex and

harrowing cases, baffling the police and becoming internationally renowned for his remarkable

observations and even more eccentric habits. Complete and unabridged, this elegantly designed

edition features a new introduction by Daniel Stashower. The Knickerbocker Classics bring together

the works of classic authors from around the world in stunning gift editions to be collected and

enjoyed. Complete and unabridged, these elegantly designed cloth-bound hardcovers feature a

slipcase and ribbon marker, as well as a comprehensive introduction providing the reader with

enlightening information on the author's life and works.

  In Search of Watson Tracy Mack,Michael Citrin,2009 Sherlock Holmes's trusted assistants, a band

of loyal street urchins called the Baker Street Irregulars, are back for their most puzzling mystery yet,

in a case that involves murder, abduction, and the hunt for a lost treasure. As Holmes and the BSI

begin their investigations into a gruesome murder, all at once the detectives find themselves in danger.

When a personal associate of the master detective disappears, Ozzie, Wiggins, and the gang know

that they must uncover the truth - and quickly! Yet there is deception within their ranks. Who is a

friend? Who is a traitor? Who can they trust? Join the Baker Street Irregulars as they search to find

Watson and the double-crosser before it's too late! Praise for Sherlock Holmes and the Baker Street

Irregulars, Casebook No. 1: THE FALL OF THE AMAZING ZALINDAS: Mack and Citrin's fast-paced,

suspenseful story will keep readers turning the pages. -THE BOSTON HERALD [A] fast-paced,

authentically styled caper. -KIRKUS REVIEWS [A]n entertaining, suspenseful read for youthful crime

buffs. -BOOKLIST Published in 26 countries! An Agatha Award Finalist!

  The Mystery of the Conjured Man Tracy Mack,Michael Citrin,2009-06 For use in schools and

libraries only. When they are hired by Elsa Hoffman to investigate her wealthy aunt's mysterious death,

Sherlock Holmes and the Baker Street Irregulars find themselves faced with ghosts, shady characters,

and mortal danger.

  Sherlock Holmes in Montague Street - Volume 3 Arthur Morrison,2022-06-30 In 1893, Dr. Watson
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and Conan Doyle published what they believed was the last Sherlock Holmes story, “The Final

Problem”. The world was stunned, and The Strand Magazine rushed to fill the vacuum. Readers were

soon introduced to a new detective, Martin Hewitt, as presented by Arthur Morrison. Although initially

different than Holmes, Hewitt also showed a number of interesting similarities as well . . . . For many

years, Martin Hewitt has been mostly forgotten, except in some Sherlockian circles, where it has long

been theorized that he was a young Mycroft Holmes. However, recent evidence has come to light that

Hewitt's adventures were – in fact – cases undertaken by a young Sherlock Holmes when he lived in

Montague Street, several years before he would take up his legendary rooms in Baker Street with

Watson. These volumes are the Complete Martin Hewitt Stories, taking Arthur Morrison's original

publications and presenting them as Sherlock Holmes adventures. If you are a fan of Holmes, enjoy!

And by all means, seek out the original Hewitt stories and enjoy them as well. The Game is afoot!

  Sherlock Holmes: The Adventures of Sherlock Holmes (Sherlock Complete Set 3) Arthur Conan

Doyle,2012-03-01 'I have heard, Mr. Holmes, that you can see deeply into the manifold wickedness of

the human heart'. Scandal, treachery and crime are rife in Old London Town. A king blackmailed by

his mistress, dark dealings in Opium dens, stolen jewels, a missing bride - these are cases so

fiendishly complex that only the great Sherlock Holmes would dare to investigate. For he, and he

alone, has the extraordinary faculty of perception and almost unhuman energy which could solve them

...

  Great Detective Sherlock Holmes Volume 3 Lai Ho,2018-04-01 As if it wasn't bad enough that

criminal mastermind Scarface broke out of Iron Wall Prison due to a mysterious explosion, he also

abducts the daughter of swindler Mack, who was once apprehended by Sherlock Holmes. With no one

to turn to for help, Mack enlists the aid of Sherlock Holmes to rescue his daughter. Catch the sequel to

The Greater Jail-Breaker as the loyalties of Sherlock Holmes are tested in his attempt to solve the

mystery of Iron Wall Prison's jail break.

  Sherlock Holmes Vol. 3: Moriarty Lives David Liss,2016-04-13 His name was Professor James

Moriarty, known to many as The Napoleon of Crime and the master of a vast association of thieves,

extortionists, smugglers, fences, and ladies of questionable virtue. And, over Reichenbach Falls in

1891, he fell to his doom alongside his arch rival, the glory-seeking detective Sherlock Holmes... or did

he? Washed ashore in a strange town in Switzerland, Moriarty is alone, penniless, and lacking his

network of thieves. Will his cunning and guile be enough against Baron von Hohenheim, a foe whose

ruthlessness rivals his own? Driven by a solemn promise to a dead woman, Moriarty begins a clever
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campaign of murderous revenge. It's one of the most notorious villains of all time as you've never seen

him!

  The Hound of the Baskervilles (Annotated) Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,2020-06-07 **This version

is:*Re-formatted and added clear table of content.*Checked for errors to bring you the best reading

experience.*Added detailed author biography.*Added critical review for you to get more aspects of the

book.We owe The Hound of the Baskervilles (1902) to Arthur Conan Doyle's good friend Fletcher

Bobbles Robinson, who took him to visit some scary English moors and prehistoric ruins, and told him

marvelous local legends about escaped prisoners and a 17th-century aristocrat who fell afoul of the

family dog. Doyle transmogrified the legend: generations ago, a hound of hell tore out the throat of

devilish Hugo Baskerville on the moonlit moor. Poor, accursed Baskerville Hall now has another

mysterious death: that of Sir Charles Baskerville. Could the culprit somehow be mixed up with

secretive servant Barrymore, history-obsessed Dr. Frankland, butterfly-chasing Stapleton, or Selden,

the Notting Hill murderer at large? Someone's been signaling with candles from the mansion's

windows. Nor can supernatural forces be ruled out. Can Dr. Watson--left alone by Sherlock Holmes to

sleuth in fear for much of the novel--save the next Baskerville, Sir Henry, from the hound's

fangs?Many Holmes fans prefer Doyle's complete short stories, but their clockwork logic doesn't match

the author's boast about this novel: it's a real Creeper! What distinguishes this particular Hound is its

fulfillment of Doyle's great debt to Edgar Allan Poe--it's full of ancient woe, low moans, a Grimpen Mire

that sucks ponies to Dostoyevskian deaths, and locals digging up Neolithic skulls without next-of-kins'

consent. The longer one stays here the more does the spirit of the moor sink into one's soul, Watson

realizes. Rank reeds and lush, slimy water-plants sent an odour of decay ... while a false step plunged

us more than once thigh-deep into the dark, quivering mire, which shook for yards in soft undulations

around our feet ... it was as if some malignant hand was tugging us down into those obscene depths.

Read on--but, reader, watch your step! --Tim Appelo

  Vanishing Girl Shane Peacock,2009-10-13 The third case in the compelling Boy Sherlock Holmes

series is full of as many twists and turns as the backstreets of Victorian London. When a wealthy

young girl vanishes as if by magic in Hyde Park, Sherlock is once again driven to prove himself. In a

heart-stopping race against time, an innocent boy’s survival depends on Sherlock’s ability to solve the

mysterious puzzle of the Vanishing Girl. As complex as the maze that protects the missing girl’s hiding

place, this case takes Sherlock racing to the countryside, the coast, and into the lair of a menagerie of

exotic, dangerous creatures. Haunted by memories of his shattered family, goaded by his enemies,
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driven to heal the fragile relationship between him and the beautiful Irene Doyle, Sherlock makes an

almost fatal mistake. In the end, his brilliant powers of deduction and the steadfast eccentric Sigerson

Bell save the day. Soon, very soon, the world will come to know him as the master detective of all

time.

  The Devil's Due (a Sherlock Holmes Adventure) Bonnie MacBird,2020-05-14 After Art in the Blood

and Unquiet Spirits, Holmes and Watson are back in the third of Bonnie MacBird's critically acclaimed

Sherlock Holmes Adventures, written in the tradition of Conan Doyle himself. It's 1890 and the newly

famous Sherlock Holmes faces his worst adversary to date - a diabolical villain bent on destroying

some of London's most admired public figures in particularly gruesome ways. A further puzzle is that

suicide closely attends each of the murders. As he tracks the killer through vast and seething London,

Holmes finds himself battling both an envious Scotland Yard and a critical press as he follows a

complex trail from performers to princes, anarchists to aesthetes. But when his brother Mycroft

disappears, apparently the victim of murder, even those loyal to Holmes begin to wonder how close to

the flames he has travelled. Has Sherlock Holmes himself made a deal with the devil?

  The Hound of the Baskervilles Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,2021-01-10 The rich landowner Sir Charles

Baskerville is found dead in the park of his manor surrounded by the grim moor of Dartmoor, in the

county of Devon. His death seems to have been caused by a heart attack, but the victim's best friend,

Dr. Mortimer, is convinced that the strike was due to a supernatural creature, which haunts the moor in

the shape of an enormous hound, with blazing eyes and jaws. In order to protect Baskerville's heir, Sir

Henry, who's arriving to London.

  The Devil’s Due (A Sherlock Holmes Adventure, Book 3) Bonnie MacBird,2019-10-10 After Art in

the Blood and Unquiet Spirits, Holmes and Watson are back in the third of Bonnie MacBird’s critically

acclaimed Sherlock Holmes Adventures, written in the tradition of Conan Doyle himself.

  Sherlock Holmes and the Adventure of the Blue Gem Sir Arthur Conan Doyle,2018-08-01 A hat, a

goose, and a priceless blue gem...Can Sherlock Holmes add up the clues? When countess's blue gem

is stolen and winds up inside a goose, Sherlock Holmes and Dr. Watson jump on the case. But will

they ever find the thief? Or is it just a wild goose chase?

Recognizing the quirk ways to get this book Sherlock Holmes 3 is additionally useful. You have

remained in right site to begin getting this info. acquire the Sherlock Holmes 3 link that we find the

money for here and check out the link.
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You could buy lead Sherlock Holmes 3 or acquire it as soon as feasible. You could quickly download

this Sherlock Holmes 3 after getting deal. So, subsequent to you require the book swiftly, you can

straight get it. Its appropriately no question simple and therefore fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in

this make public
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